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The most important purpose of the book is to preserve the knowledge accumulated 
for centuries, and pass them on to future generations. This made possible the rapid 
progress of mankind in the last century in science. Most of the scientific discoveries 
done on the basis of the previously accumulated and systematized the information, 

the results of experiments from all over the world. 



The knowledge we get from books, allow us to move forward, not wasting time on 
finding something that already someone known. The book we owe the fact that 
today you can enjoy the masterpieces of ancient literature. Communicate with the 
book helps a person to evolve and improve. After all, in order to understand the 
meaning that the author seeks to convey to the reader, it is necessary to read 
thoughtfully, carefully, to connect their own experience to be able to analyze 
information



My favorite book - "Asylum". 
The series consists of two books

№1.Asylum №2.Return to the Asylum
Old walls hide many terrible 
secrets... 16-year-old Dan 

Crawford and did not know that in 
summer the dormitory once 

housed a hospital for the criminally 
insane. Exploring hidden corners 
of the former mental hospital, Dan 
will face dark secrets, a strange 
way related to his past... Unique 
photos of real abandoned mental 
hospitals will dip you into an eerie 
atmosphere of increasing dread!

.Dan and his friends see a 
strange and scary dreams 

about what happened to them 
last summer at a College in 

new Hampshire. To get rid of 
them, one way out is to go 

back to the same place and 
face your fears. When each of 

them comes scary picture 
"With you gone", the guys 
realize that just because to 

forget will fail.






